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if you like street fighter and tekken and want to have a new fighting game in one arena. then this game is for you. this game is
based on the fighting style of street fighter and tekken franchises and it also includes 2 new characters. street fighter x tekken is
made for fans of the genre street fighter and tekken. players will also have the opportunity to add a new character to the roster
for the first time in the history of the street fighter series. this newcomer, known only as the "unknown", is a mysterious new
character with a distinct fighting style and a backstory that is sure to excite street fighter fans. street fighter x tekken can be
enjoyed on both pc and consoles, with a lot of the same features available on both, but it is the pc version of the game that will
be given the most attention and focus. capcom is pushing this game for a launch on october 6th, 2013, and they are confident
enough to not only offer a sale, but they are also planning to bring in a brand new set of free dlc characters to both the pc and
console versions of the game. of course, these pc only characters will not be included with the xbox one or ps4 versions, but
capcom is still hoping that this will encourage pc users to buy into the series again and hopefully bring in new players who may
have been interested in the street fighter brand. the game is sure to be a success, and there is a good chance that it will cement
the very successful street fighter franchise in a new audience for the series. as such, it is no surprise to see that capcom has
already announced that they are planning on bringing this game to the 3ds and vita, as well. they also plan on bringing this game
to the ps4 and xbox one, but have yet to announce whether this game will also be released for these consoles at a later date.
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